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13.09.2018  (NB: Kunsthallen) Rebecca Schneider: *Gesture and the Antiphonal Aesthetics of Possibility*

This talk will be about the aesthetics of possibility contained in thinking with and about gesture. If we think of humans, nonhumans, media objects and atmospheres as intra-active (Karen Barad) how can thinking about gesture help us think about our engagement with media objects in hand and the environment at hand? For the purposes of this gathering, I will think about gesture in terms of algorithm and algorithm in terms of gesture.

27.09.2018  Andreas Broeckmann: *Seven Aspects of Machine Aesthetics*

The relationship of humans to technology is fraught with tension. What is often referred to as the "human-machine relation" is characterized by conflicting sentiments of repulsion, by instances of imitation, and even intimacy. "Machine art" is a term that has been used since the early 20th century to describe forms of art that address this complicated relationship. The "machine art of the twentieth century" – which is also the title of Andreas Broeckmann's 2016 monograph – is characterised by a number of aesthetic aspects which the author will elaborate during his lecture. These aspects articulate the human-machine relationship as one of co-operation, rivalry, or even as an existential threat. The associative aspect of machine aesthetics refers to the social meanings of technology, often to make a provocative claim against the assumptions of artistic ingenuity; the symbolic aspect refers to mechanics as a metaphor for elements of human culture and psychology; furthermore: the formalist appraisal of the beauty of functional forms; the play with kinetic functions as a way to broaden the expressive potentials of sculpture; and the automatic operation of machines that underpins their functional independence and their existential strangeness. While these aspects evolved in the first half of the twentieth century, two further aspects of the aesthetics of machines were added in the second half: one is the aspect of interactivity, which adds the dimension of a charged, at times tense, at other times playful dialogue and exchange to the human-machine relationship; and the other is the aspect of autonomy, which becomes a determining factor in the human experience of increasingly independent and self-referential technical systems. These aspects of machine aesthetics form, at the same time, an analytical tool-set, and a program in which different forms of the human-machine relation are – critically or affirmatively – spelled out.

11.10.2018  John Cayley: *Reading with Aesthetics: before and after transactive synthetic language*

The culture of reading has changed and continues to change. Those of us who make a profession of reading are quick to agree, but are hesitant to specify the when or the how, and to what extent. When it comes to why? it seems obvious that the conception and practice of reading has been reconfigured by digital mediation and, more generally, by the digitalization of culture practices as a whole. Regardless of these circumstances, in the developed world, human aesthetic experience that is associated with the art of language continues to derive its authority from print culture, from published books, from the instantiation of linguistic artifacts as typography impressed on the leaves of printed volumes. It is reading, conventional reading, that brings this work into existence as lived aesthetic experience.

Reading, however, may also be understood as more than reading print. It is fundamental to linguistic ontology. In my thinking, reading is reconfigured and taken to apply to practices
of language in any perceptible medium, and especially to linguistic practices in aurality, with respect to which the human genetic predisposition to language evolved. This is what I call *grammaleptic reading* or *grammalepsy*. Grammalepsis, the sudden grasp of grammé is what is required for language to exist.

Bots have begun, since the mid 2010s, to grasp correspondent grammé in a quasi-socialized manner. We can acknowledge this behavior as humanoid because it shares the same embodiment in aurality that made us language animals in the "first place." The networked systems that underlie these bots provide us, simultaneously, with the same affordances – of archive, indexed access to this archive, and thus hypomnesic memory – that writing granted civilization. This is a remarkable convergence. We can make aesthetic language and instantiate it in a system of inscription where, as aurature, it will share and compete with all the civilized affordances of literature. At the same time, our aurature will share the network and compete with an overwhelming volume of humanoid "language" that threatens to foreclose the very possibility of aesthetic linguistic difference.

01.11.2018: Kristin Veel: *Social Media Small Forms*

The discourse of the digital seems inclined towards a vocabulary of the gigantic – from big data analytics to the encyclopaedic and global ambitions of online archival projects. Yet, this monumentality seems to rely on the minute interest in the opposite end of the scale: i.e. the miniscule details of the fragmentary and mundane. In this lecture I will discuss the aesthetic forms found on social media which are often addressed as “netdramas” or “webseries”. Despite playing with the short form encouraged by the attention economy of these platforms and often engaged with “small” issues of the everyday, these forms display a gigantism characterised by a serialisation that can go on seemingly ad infinitum and which relies precisely on the monumental weight they put on the everyday and the uneventful. I will argue that this fosters a flirtatious temporality and storytelling practice connected to a sense of provisional engagement in the now, which designates that the narratives are easily distributed and consumed, demanding no long-term attention span commitment, yet may linger latently and re-appear as subsequent instalment in a serial structure or as re-posts or fan interaction, thus creating a slow-burning narrative drive for human and algorithmic readers alike.

08.11.2018 Anna Nacher: *Between the “gray media” of camera trapping and the technoeccological art practice: towards non-only-human aesthetics of post-digital imaging*

It is no doubt that the production of digital imagery invites the major update of theoretical apparatus: what up until now was perceived solely or primarily as the stable representation of the world, gives way to the image understood in terms of “the continuous actualization of networked data” [Marie & Hoelzl 2015, loc. 146] or “networked terminal” [Marie & Hoelzl 2015, loc. 146]. However, I would like to argue that the analysis of this new visual environment should not be limited to the procedures of data processing, especially considering the condition of post-digitality, where the digital technologies – stripped of the allure of "new" and "exciting" - constitute the common background for everyday activities. [Berry & Dieter 2015]. Such a change in paradigm calls for "an atmospheric, collective and microtemporal model of media", to follow the phrase coined by Mark B.N. Hansen (Hansen, 2013: 72).
I'm going to trace the multifarious distributed agencies involved in the production of post-digital imagery occurring across different ontological realms: physical space, electromagnetic field, animal and plant bodies and the institutional practices of forest management embodied in the specific media infrastructure. One of the examples in this field can be the sensor-based visual monitoring systems (camera trapping), placed out of the urban context and often constituting the basic infrastructure of contemporary forest management (for instance, in the Polish State Forests). Such “gray media” [Goffey & Fuller 2012] uses are often overlooked and omitted from the cultural theory, as exemplified in the otherwise insightful and inspiring recent analysis of “nonhuman vision” by Joanna Zylinska [Zylinska 2017]. On the other side of the spectrum we have the art practice described as techno-ecological practice (Kluitenberg, 2013), of which Ralf Baecker's Mirage is one of the best incarnations. Therefore I propose the analysis of such media environment fully acknowledges the complex processesuality of the visual objects' production and circulation, including hybrid and distributed agencies situated in the ontologically different realms of materiality and discursivity.

15.11.2018 Rasmus Fleischer: *Spotify and the management of abundance*

Digital culture entails a general tendency towards superabundance. Blame cultural overproduction or the robotic logic of spam; anyway, we are always confronted with too much information, always looking for methods of reducing the range of possible choice, so that it can meet the cognitive limits of the individual human. While the problem of abundance is certainly not new thing in media history, it becomes a defining issue for what digitization means in art and entertainment, for news reporting and academic communication. This becomes evident in the development of streaming media services like Spotify, if one looks beyond the usual success story. Spotify is widely credited for making people pay for music again and saving the music industry from piracy. But what started out as an offering of access to a database of songs, has now transformed to a service centered on the idea of "the right music for every moment" based on combined human/machine curation. Rather than selling music, Spotify now sells the personalized solution to the problem of too much music.

At the same time, the digital media industry is shaped by another kind of abundance – the abundance of venture capital, resulting from the monetary policies implemented ten years ago, in response to the global financial crisis. One result of such financial stimuli have been the booming valuation of technology startups. Spotify, for example, is now valued at 30 billion dollars, yet it has never been close to make a profit. Call it a bubble or not; such valuations anyway set the direction of media history. How then to understand the interplay between financial speculation and cultural abundance? This presentation will approach that question with Spotify as one main example, based on experiences from a transdisciplinary research project centered on this company. It will also discuss alternative practices of curation, aiming to develop what Fleischer has called a "postdigital sensibility" that might resist commodification – or at least let music be something that cannot be subsumed under the pre-defined "moods" of a corporate streaming service. However, the issues raised are in no way limited to the field of music, but rather concern the very status of the individualized consumer of digital commodities.
The computer interface is both omnipresent and invisible, at once integrated into everyday objects and characterized by hidden exchanges of information between objects. With the current spread of mobile devices, embedded sensors, cloud services, and data capture, a new interface paradigm, the metainterface, arises where data and software disappear from our devices and into the global cloud. The metainterface indicates, that the interface has become more abstract, generalized, but also spatialized in the sense of being ubiquitous, mobile, urban and related to the things of our environment. The metainterface is a paradigm, an industry (e.g. Amazon, Google, Apple, Spotify, Netflix, Facebook, etc.) and an art/design practice, which calls for new understandings of art, culture and IT. In our book *The Metainterface* (MIT-Press, 2018), we have developed such understandings in relation to art, literature and culture, and we will present some of this in this talk with a focus on realism and design.

We will argue, that a realism of the metainterface is needed to understand what we see (e.g. the data, tools, operations, transactions) combined with how we see it (the metainterface and its software, networks and executions), including how it sees us (how the user/users are captured, datafied, profiled, computed or ‘executed’). In other ways we need a ‘way of seeing’ that goes beyond the visual and integrates the metainterface and its effects. This realism will be discussed with examples from software art and critical interface design.

---

**29.11.2018 Jørn Erslev Andersen: Aktuelle perspektiver på Asger Jorns kunstteori, situologi og triolektik**


This lecture will examine the afterlives of churchyard, wayside and market crosses in post-Reformation England. It will explore how they were implicated in successive phases of the Protestant war against idols, alongside the manner in which many were recycled for a range of alternative purposes. Approaching these objects as palimpsests, it probes the new layers of meaning they acquired as they were modified and the contested legacies they left to the generations that inherited them. Particular attention is paid to the phenomenon of transforming decapitated crosses into sundials, and to the relationship between this and the reconfiguration of traditional regimes of liturgical and spiritual time. It will be suggested that converted crosses not merely illuminate the interconnections between memory and materiality, space and temporality, in post-Reformation culture. They also offer insight into the evolving concept of the ‘monument’ itself. They afford a glimpse of the process by which things designed to provoke remembrance became things worthy of preservation as historic artefacts themselves. They became signposts to a disappearing past.
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